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Abstract. We investigate experimentally and theoretically the fluorescence
emitted by molecular ensembles as well as spatially isolated, single molecules
of an organic dye immobilized in a quasi-planar optical microresonator at room
temperature. The optically excited dipole emitters couple simultaneously to on-
and off-axis cavity resonances of the microresonator. The multi-spectral radiative
contributions are strongly modified with respect to free (non-confined) space due
to enhancement and inhibition of the molecular spontaneous emission (SpE) rate.
By varying the mirror spacing of the microresonator on the nanometer-scale, the
SpE rate of the cavity-confined molecules and, consequently, the spectral line
width of the microresonator-controlled broadband fluorescence can be tuned by
up to one order of magnitude. Stepwise reducing the optical confinement, we
observe that the microresonator-controlled molecular fluorescence line shape
converges towards the measured fluorescence line shape in free space. Our
results are important for research on and application of broadband emitters in
nano-optics and -photonics as well as microcavity-enhanced (single molecule)
spectroscopy.
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1. Introduction
Optical microcavities are unique tools for controlling the radiative properties of embedded
quantum mechanical emitters (QME) like atoms, ions, molecules or quantum dots, see
e.g. [1]–[4] and references therein. By confining the optical field surrounding a QME on the
length scale of one emission wavelength λ, the local photonic mode density (PMD) available
for the spontaneous emission (SpE) of a photon can be considerably modified as compared to
free, i.e. non-confined space. The SpE rate of an embedded QME is proportional to the PMD
and the associated vacuum fluctuations of the optical field and can, hence, either be inhibited [5]
or resonantly enhanced [6]. Since emission wavelength and emission direction are coupled
for each specific cavity mode, the coupling of a broadband emitter to a cavity results in an
angular redistribution of its emission with respect to free space. In the case where the emission
line width of an embedded QME exceeds the spectral width of the photonic modes, we also
expect that the microcavity-controlled emission is spectrally redistributed due to frequency-
selective coupling efficiencies between the QME and available cavity modes. The emergence of
nanophotonic devices based on individual broadband emitters in planar microresonators such
as quantum dots [7], single molecules [8] or single-wall carbon nanotubes [9]–[11] as well as
the recent achievement of single-molecule fluorescence control with metallic mirrors [12, 13],
nanoparticles [14, 15], nanoantennas [16] or nanoapertures [17] makes it worthwhile to
investigate how radiative rate alterations imposed on QMEs by optical confinement modify
their emission spectrum. In particular, the applications of fluorescent molecules as single photon
sources, see e.g. [18, 19] and references therein, requires experimental verification on the single
molecule level.
If fluorescence studies are carried out on the single molecule level, microscopy relies on
objectives having high numerical apertures, see e.g. [20]–[23] and references therein. In this
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3case, the complex distribution of the tightly focused laser excitation field within the cavity
boundaries [24]–[27] as well as the varying detection efficiencies for on- and off-axis emissions
have to be taken into account. While utilizing cavity mirrors made of metal is favorable for
providing steady reflection properties as a function of both wavelength and incidence angle as
well as small optical confinement volumes, the occurring phase changes and absorption further
complicates the quantification [28, 29]. Experimental studies of single broadband-emitting dye
molecules spatially isolated and immobilized in planar λ/2-microresonators made of silver
mirrors revealed an SpE-enhancement by a factor of three as well as a sixfold narrowing of
the spectral emission linewidth with respect to free (non-confined) space [30]. However, the
occurring modifications of spectral line shapes have not been linked to the microresonator-
controlled SpE-rate so far.
In this paper, we correlate the SpE rate and the fluorescence spectrum of broadband-
emitting dye molecules embedded in a planar λ/2-microresonator under controlled variation
of the mirror spacing. In a first step, we use the first-order perturbation theory to calculate the
microresonator-controlled SpE-rate that has been measured for both molecular ensembles and
single molecules using time-resolved spectroscopy. Based on these results, in a second step,
we model the measured line shape of the spectrally dispersed fluorescence emission collected
with high numerical apertures as function of the mirror spacing. In the calculations, we sum
on- and off-axis radiative contributions undergoing different numbers of internal reflections
in the planar microresonator and find good agreement with the experimental results by
accounting for the complex interplay between the molecular fluorescence properties, the
focused pump field, the optical properties of the microresonator and the detection conditions.
Stepwise increasing the mirror spacing from λ/2 to 10λ, we observe that the microresonator-
controlled fluorescence spectrum approaches the spectral distribution measured in free space
demonstrating the gradual decrease of the optical confinement imposed by the metal mirrors.
2. Experimental section
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of the optical setup and the microresonator configuration.
We prepared the resonator mirrors M1,2 by evaporating silver films onto glass microscope
cover slips. A thin layer of a transparent adhesive (NOA 61, Norland) doped with uniformly
distributed and randomly oriented perylene-type molecules (N-(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-
perylen-3,4-dicarboxymide, abbreviated PI, for structural formula see figure 1(b)) in two
different concentrations separates the two mirrors: the higher dopant concentration cPI =
10−5mol l−1 results in an average intermolecular distance of δPI = 50 nm in the intra-cavity
medium, the lower concentration cPI = 10−10mol l−1 corresponds to an average intermolecular
distance δPI = 2000 nm. The measured fluorescence spectrum fn(λ) of an ensemble of PI
molecules immobilized in a thin film of the intra-cavity medium but without optical confinement
due to metal mirrors is shown in figure 1(b) and serves as a reference in the following.
During the manufacturing process and the curing of the intra-cavity medium, we apply a
punctual force to one of the resonator mirrors in order to introduce a slight curvature across
the microresonator sample. This curvature can be approximated by assuming that the two
mirrors exhibit a local tilt α in the range of 10−3–10−2 resulting in a gradual variation of the
mirror spacing L across the (x, y)-plane as indicated schematically in figure 1(a). The wide-
field transmission microscope image shown in figure 1(c) exhibits a part of the dark center of
the microresonator corresponding to mirror spacings smaller than one half wavelength in the
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup and the microresonator
consisting of two silver mirrors M1,2 on glass substrates separated by a
thin polymer layer that is doped with spatially immobilized molecular dipole
emitters indicated by double arrows (spad: single-photon avalanche diode).
(b) Normalized free-space (non-confined) fluorescence spectrum fn(λ) of an
ensemble of PI molecules embedded in the transparent intra-cavity medium.
In the structural formula of PI, the orientation of the molecular transition
dipole is indicated by a double arrow. (c) Optical transmission micrograph of
the microresonator illuminated simultaneously with white light and laser light
(λlaser = 570 nm). The transmission maxima for the laser light are marked by
arrows to indicate the different orders of interference m.
visible spectral range. The transmission minimum is enclosed by the λ/2-regime, i.e. the first
order of interference m = 1, and with increasing distance from the center we observe concentric
circles (Newton rings) formed by the transmission maxima corresponding to larger m-values.
Locally, on the micrometer scale, the sample acts as a planar resonator in a good approximation
yielding a cavity-Q around 50 throughout the λ/2-regime. Details regarding manufacturing and
characterization of the microresonator as well as its implication on single molecule spectroscopy
have already been reported [30]–[32]. For every (x, y)-position, the mirror spacing L(x, y)
is calculated from the maximum local transmission wavelength λ(x, y) following [28, 33]
by using
L(x, y)=
(
m−
∑
i 1φi (di , ϑ, λ)
2pi
)
λ(x, y)
2npol cosϑ
. (1)
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5Here, m denotes the order of interference, 1φi the phase change due to reflection at the
respective silver mirror i = 1, 2 with thickness di , npol = 1.56 the refractive index of the cured
polymer and ϑ the angle of incidence (with respect to the mirror normal) of an incoming
light beam with wavelength λ. Throughout the paper, we will refer to the case d1 = 30 nm
and d2 = 60 nm and the corresponding mirror reflectivities Ri (for example R1 = 0.7, R2 = 0.9
assuming λ= 532 nm, ϑ = 0) used in this work have been calculated as functions of di , ϑ
and λ by accounting for the positions of each specific silver layer in the actual microresonator
configuration (for details see section 3.1). Experimentally, λ(x, y) is extracted from the local
on-axis transmission spectrum of the microresonator as measured by illuminating the sample
from the top (see figure 1(a), ϑ=0) and using a confocal pinhole having a diameter of 100µm.
The resulting L-calibration for each sample position can be reproduced with an accuracy of
1L =±3 nm. For a given λ(x, y), the occurring phase changes∑i 1φi ('1.85 as calculated
for the actual configuration) reduce L by around 50 nm as compared to the case of ideal metal
mirrors, i.e. neglecting absorption in the silver layers.
We use scanning confocal fluorescence microscopy to study locally the emission properties
of the different microresonator samples. An immersion oil microscope objective (100x,
numerical aperture NA= 1.3) tightly focuses either a pulsed or a continuous linearly polarized
laser beam (λlaser = 488 nm) through mirror M1 and also collects the molecular fluorescence
emission (see figure 1(a)). We spatially address different sample positions (x, y) and, hence,
mirror spacings L(x, y) by horizontally moving the microresonator sample with respect to the
fixed microscope objective using a scanning stage with nanometer accuracy. We perform time-
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy based on time-correlated single photon counting and acquire
steady-state fluorescence spectra using grating spectroscopy. A more detailed discussion of the
experimental setup and methods can be found in [30].
3. Computational section
In the following, we outline how to model the spectral line shape of the microresonator-
controlled broadband emission in four steps: firstly, we implement the coefficients that
determine reflection, transmission and absorption properties of the microresonator mirrors.
Secondly, we calculate the microresonator-controlled molecular SpE rate based on the optical
properties of the actual microresonator mirrors and the dopant molecules embedded in the intra-
cavity medium. Thirdly, we quantify the collection efficiencies for on- and off-axis emissions
that are determined by the geometries of both the microresonator and the detection system.
Fourthly, we scale the molecular absorption to the strength of the tightly focused laser excitation
field that is strongly modified with respect to non-confined space due to the presence of the metal
boundaries.
3.1. Microresonator mirrors
We calculate the reflection coefficients ri and transmission coefficients ti of the microresonator
mirrors Mi with i = 1, 2 as functions of ϑ and λ by virtually propagating light beams through
the actual microresonator configuration as sketched in figure 2(a). The optical properties of
the absorbing silver layers (index s) with thickness di have been implemented based on the
dielectric function of silver [28, 33]. The different transparent media, i.e. the intra-cavity
polymer (index p) and the mirror substrates made of glass (index g), have been implemented
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Figure 2. (a) Microresonator schematic indicating the optical multi-layer
structure (g: glass, s: silver, p: polymer, i: immersion oil) for modeling the
reflection and transmission coefficients of the cavity mirrors M1,2 as well as the
detectable microresonator-controlled emission consisting of contributions (+)
and (−). The image of the confocal pinhole (see also figure 1(a)) is located
on M1 and determines the effective observation area on the microresonator
surface. Here, it is plotted at the glass–oil interface (horizontal dashed line) for
convenience. (b) Coordinate system indicating the orientation of the molecular
transition dipole d located at the center z0 between the cavity mirrors M1,2.
based on their refractive indices and we can write
ri(di , ϑ, λ)= rgs(di , ϑ, λ)+ rsp(di , ϑ, λ) exp [i2β]1 + rgs(di , ϑ, λ)rsp(di , ϑ, λ) exp [i2β] , (2)
ti(di , ϑ, λ)= tgs(di , ϑ, λ)tsp(di , ϑ, λ) exp [iβ]1 + rgs(ϑ, λ)rsp(di , ϑ, λ) exp [i2β] , (3)
where the pairs of indices (gs) and (sp) label the reflection and transmission coefficients obtained
at each individual dielectric–silver interface. The phase term
β = 2pi
λ
ns(λ) cos(ϑs), (4)
contains the index of refraction of silver, ns, and a complex quantity cos(ϑs) that is obtained by
applying Snell’s law to the respective dielectric-silver interface.
3.2. The microresonator-controlled SpE rate
Theoretical approaches of the microresonator-controlled SpE rate 0SpE account for either
(A) the modified intra-cavity field Ecav(k, L) or (B) the modified PMD ρcav(k, L) inside the
planar microresonator. The alternative approaches by Björk and Yamamoto (A) as well as
Brorson (B) reported in [1] lead to the same conclusions and are in agreement with the
results obtained based on the quantum theoretical treatment presented by De Martini et al
in [34]. In the following, we outline an extension of approach (A) suited for broadband dipole
emitters in planar microresonators made of two (absorbing) metal mirrors having different
thickness.
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7Starting from Fermi’s golden rule [35], we write the microresonator-controlled SpE rate
0SpE at wave vector k with |k| = k = 2pi/λ= ω/c as
0SpE = 2pi
h¯2c
∑
k
|〈|d ·Ecav(k, L)|〉|2ρcav(k, L), (5)
where d denotes the transition dipole moment of an embedded molecule. The orientation of d
with respect to the Cartesian coordinate system of the microresonator having its origin at z0 in
the center between the resonator mirrors M1,2 is given by the azimuthal and polar angle θ and
φ, respectively (see figure 2(b)). For convenience, however, we calculate the molecular SpE rate
0SpE as a function of the angle ϑ enclosed by k and the z-axis, while we use the notation θ in
the discussion to highlight the rate effects associated with the tilt angle between the molecular
transition dipole and the resonator mirrors M1,2.
The intra-cavity field Ecav(k, L) is represented by a superposition of two sets of counter-
propagating plane waves, i.e.
E1,+ = t1 exp [i(2pi/λ)(L + z0) cosϑ]1− r1r2 exp [i(4pi/λ)L cosϑ]E0, (6)
E1,− = t1r2 exp [i(2pi/λ)(L − z0) cosϑ]1− r1r2 exp [i(4pi/λ)L cosϑ] E0 (7)
and
E2,− = t2 exp [i(2pi/λ)(L − z0) cosϑ]1− r1r2 exp [i(4pi/λ)L cosϑ] E0, (8)
E2,+ = t2r1 exp [i(2pi/λ)(L + z0) cosϑ]1− r1r2 exp [i(4pi/λ)L cosϑ] E0, (9)
assuming a zero-point field fluctuation E0 impinging on either the lower mirror M1 or the upper
mirror M2. The field reflection and transmission coefficients ri and ti of the microresonator
mirrors Mi with i = 1, 2 are given by (2) and (3).
We express the s-polarized emission by decomposing the intra-cavity field in one
component E‖ that is polarized parallel to the mirror plane and one component Ez that is
polarized along the optical axis z:
E2s,‖ =
|E1,+ +E1,−|2 + |E2,− +E2,+|2
2
, (10)
E2s,z = 0. (11)
In case of p-polarized emission, we get
E2p,‖ =
|E1,+ +E1,−|2 + |E2,− +E2,+|2
2
cos2 ϑ, (12)
E2p,z =
|E1,+−E1,−|2 + |E2,−−E2,+|2
2
sin2 ϑ. (13)
The p-polarized emission has its field component in the plane defined by k and the z-axis
whereas the s-polarized emission has its field component normal to that plane.
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8We calculate the microresonator-controlled SpE rate for a molecular transition dipole
located at z0 and oriented parallel to the cavity mirrors in the y-direction (see figure 2(b)) by
using
0SpE,y(λ, L)= 30SpE,04pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ pi/2
0
sinϑdϑE2‖D(ϑ, φ) f n(λ) (14)
with E2‖ = E2s,‖ +E2p,‖ and D(ϑ, φ)= cos2φ + sin2φcos2ϑ . To account for the broadband
fluorescence of PI molecules, we weight the rates 0SpE, j(λ, L) by the wavelength-dependent
oscillator strength of the radiative transition that is derived from the measured and normalized
free-space fluorescence spectrum fn(λ) of PI molecules embedded in the intra-cavity medium
but in absence of the silver mirrors (see figure 1(b)). In order to obtain absolute SpE rates, we
have to scale the 0SpE, j(λ, L)-values with respect to the measured molecular SpE rate in free
(non-confined) space 0SpE,0 using
0SpE,0 = 0meas,0−0nr = 0meas,0− (1− Y0)0meas,0 (15)
where 0meas,0 = (τmeas,0)−1 = (4.2× 10−9 s)−1 is the free-space excited state (fluorescence)
decay rate and Y0=0.75 the molecular fluorescence quantum yield, respectively, measured for
PI molecules embedded in the intra-cavity polymer in absence of the silver mirrors [30]. The
non-radiative molecular excited state decay rate 0nr is dominated by intra-molecular dynamics
and cannot be modified by variations of the PMD as imposed by the microresonator. However,
plasmonic coupling results in a non-radiative transfer of the molecular-excited state energy from
the molecules to the metal mirrors, a process that becomes very efficient for molecule–metal
distances in the range of several nanometers, see e.g. [29]. This effect combined with inefficient
molecular excitation conditions close to the metal mirrors effectively prevents experimental
observation of molecules displaced by more than a few tens of nanometer from the resonator
center z0.
3.3. Detectable microresonator-controlled emission
Following the procedure outlined in the previous section, we calculate for each mirror spacing
L the microresonator-controlled SpE rates 0SpE, j as a function of ϑ and λ assuming a single
molecular dipole emitter to be located in the center z0 of the microresonator and oriented in
j = x, y, z direction (see figure 2(b)). We then weight the sum of radiative rates for the three
dipole orientations
∑
j 0SpE, j(λ, L) fn(λ) using the Fabry–Perot theory [33]. In order to obtain
the radiation contributions that reach the detector, we decompose the microresonator-controlled
emission that pass the (in-/out-coupling) mirror M1: the first contribution (+) comprises the
emissions directed towards M1, the second contribution (−) contains the emissions directed
towards M2 (see figure 2(a)). We calculate the transmission coefficients t+ and t− for both s- and
p-polarized emission for the case ϑ = 0 and we get
t+ = t1 exp[0.5ikL cosϑ]1− A , (16)
t− = r2t1 exp[1.5ikL cosϑ]1− A , (17)
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t+ = t1 exp[0.5ikL cosϑ](1− A
(N++1))
1− A , (18)
t− = r2t1 exp[1.5ikL cosϑ](1− A
(N−+1))
1− A . (19)
In (16) to (19), we introduced the following abbreviations
A = r1r2 exp(2ikL cosϑ), (20)
N+ = tanϑmaxtanϑ − 0.25, (21)
N− = tanϑmaxtanϑ − 0.75; (22)
where the maximum collection angle ϑmax is related to the numerical aperture NA of the
microscope objective by NA= ngsin(2ϑmax), while N+ and N− account for the number of intra-
cavity roundtrips of the microresonator-controlled emissions. The transmission function of the
microresonator Tcav can now be written as
Tcav(λ, ϑ, L)=
(|t+|2 + |t−|2) cosϑcosϑ ′ , (23)
where ϑ and ϑ ′ are connected via Snell’s law. We define the transmission function of the
microscope objective Tobj by
Tobj(λ, ϑ, L)= 1 (ϑ 6 ϑmax), (24)
Tobj(λ, ϑ, L)= 0 (ϑ > ϑmax). (25)
Finally, the detected microresonator-controlled emission for a molecule located in the
center z0 of the microresonator and oriented parallel to M1,2 is given by
0detSpE,y(λ, L)=
30SpE,0
4pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ pi/2
0
sinϑdϑE2‖D(ϑ, φ) f n(λ)TobjTcav. (26)
In a last step, we introduce the pinhole (spatial filter) that is placed in the detection
path of the confocal microscope (see figure 1(a)) by accounting for the pinhole image on
the microresonator surface as sketched in figure 2(a). The maximum collection angle ϑmax is
either limited by the NA of the microscope objective or by the effective observation diameter
p on M1, depending on ϑ and L. The reason is that off-axis emissions propagate along the
mirror surfaces in the (x, y)-plane of the microresonator due to multiple internal reflections (see
figure 2(a)). As a result, the detection efficiency for off-axis emissions decreases with decreasing
pinhole diameter. In the present case, the diameter of the pinhole image p, or, in other words,
the effective observation area on the microresonator mirror M1, is given by the actual pinhole
diameter (100µm and 200µm, respectively) divided by the magnification of the microscope
objective (100×).
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3.4. Microresonator-controlled excitation field
The efficiency of molecular excitation strongly depends on the optical field distribution inside
the microresonator. Therefore, the calculated spectra are scaled by the strength of the linearly
polarized and tightly focused laser excitation field at the microresonator center z0=0 as a
function of L (see figure 2(b)). The resulting values E0(L) enter (6) to (9). Details of how
the presence of the silver mirrors affect the focused laser excitation field and methods for
quantification of the occurring effects have already been reported [27].
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Microresonator-controlled fluorescence rate
In the following, we compare the experimental results obtained for two different concentrations
of fluorescent dopant molecules in the intra-cavity medium. The schematics in figures 3(a)
and (b) indicate how a low-dopant concentration in the intra-cavity medium enables spatially
addressing single molecules in the microresonator with the confocal microscope while for a
high dopant concentration individual molecules cannot be spatially resolved. We acquired the
fluorescence intensity images shown in figures 3(c) and (d) by (x,y)-scanning the microresonator
samples with respect to the optical axis of the confocal microscope (see figure 1(a)). In the
following, we refer to the microresonator position by the x-coordinate only. The integrated
fluorescence intensity cross sections taken along the white dashed lines in the scan images are
shown in figure 3(e) and (f). For single molecule doping, the fluorescence intensity scan (see
figure 3(e)) exhibits fluorescence intensity peaks for several (x)-positions and, hence, mirror
spacings L(x) where single molecule fluorescence is on resonance with the microresonator.
The gray background indicates the L-regime where single molecule fluorescence was above
the detection limit of the experimental setup. High-resolution scan images as well as single
photon emission characteristics (photon-antibunching) of the microresonator-controlled single
molecule fluorescence have already been reported [8]. For high molecular dopant concentration,
the integrated intensity cross section (see figure 3(f)) is a smooth curve having its maximum at a
position x where the local resonance wavelength of the microresonator λ(x) overlaps well with
the free space fluorescence spectrum of the dye fn(λ) that is shown in figure 1(b).
We now address systematically different (x)-positions in both samples and analyze the
extracted fluorescence emissions using time-resolved spectroscopy. In figure 4, we show typical
experimental fluorescence decays for single molecules as well as molecular ensembles acquired
for different mirror spacings L. We fitted single exponential model functions convoluted with the
measured instrument response function (see figure 4(d)) having a full-width-at-half-maximum-
value around 500 ps to the experimental decay curves. From the fit results, we obtain the
experimental rates 0SpE(L) by subtracting the non-radiative decay contributions by using
0SpE(L)= 0meas(L)−0nr = 1
τmeas(L)
− (1− Y0)
τmeas,0
. (27)
The experimental results are shown in figure 5 together with the results of our
numerical calculations. We used the procedure outlined in section 3.2 to calculate 0SpE(L)=∫
0SpE(λ, L) dλ assuming single PI molecules located in the center of the microresonator for
two different transition dipole orientations θ = 0◦ and 40◦, respectively (see also figures 2(b)
and 3(a)).
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Figure 3. (a) and (b) Schematics of the microresonator structure (g: glass,
s: silver, p: polymer, i: immersion oil) indicating the spatial intensity profile
of the on-axis cavity resonance as well as the lateral extension of the focused
laser field (dashed lines). (c) and (d) Confocal fluorescence intensity images of
a section of the λ/2-regime (corresponding to the white frame in figure 1(c))
for two samples having intermolecular distances that are larger (a) or smaller
(b) than the focal diameter. (e) and (f) Spectrally integrated microresonator-
controlled fluorescence intensity measured along the dashed horizontal lines
in images (c) and (d), respectively. The gray area in (e) marks the L-regime
where the fluorescence signal of single PI molecules was above the experimental
detection limit.
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Figure 4. Measured (rings) and fitted (lines) microresonator-controlled
fluorescence decays for single molecules (a) and (b), and molecular ensembles
(c) and (d) at representative mirror spacings L. The residuals below show
deviations between measured decays and single exponential model functions
convoluted with the instrument response function (dots in (d)).
Spatially isolated, single molecules show mono-exponential decay curves (see figures 4(a)
and (b), the respective signal-to-noise ratios are 15 and 7) and 0SpE-values that vary with the
mirror spacing [30]. As shown in figure 5, different molecules can have different SpE-rates
for the same L reflecting a strong dependence on the angle θ between the transition dipole
moment and the mirror planes of the microresonator as well as a displacement of molecules
from the microresonator center. A comparison of the 0SpE(L)-values derived from the fits shown
in figures 4(a) and (b) with the theoretical curves indicate that both molecules 1 and 2 are located
in the center of the microresonator and are oriented parallel to the mirror planes (i.e. θ = 0◦ in
figures 2(b) and 3(a)) matching the respective maximum theoretical 0SpE(L)-value.
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Figure 5. Microresonator-controlled SpE-rates derived from measured
fluorescence decays (see figure 4) for single, spatially isolated PI molecules
(rings) and PI ensembles (circles). Calculated SpE-rates (lines) for PI molecules
centered in the microresonator and having their transition dipole tilted with
respect to the mirror planes by 0◦ and 40◦, respectively (see also figure 2(b)).
The curve assuming a molecular tilt of 40◦ also represents the SpE-rate of a PI
molecule oriented parallel to the cavity mirrors but displaced from the cavity
center by 1z =±30 nm.
Variation of the mirror spacing results in a SpE-rate modulation due to SpE-
enhancement [6] and -inhibition [5], respectively. Even though molecules having transition
dipole moments with θ 6= 0◦ are excited in our experiment, the fluorescence decays of
molecular ensembles are obviously determined by molecules having θ = 0◦ that offer the fastest
radiative decay rates. Considering the molecular ensemble as a superposition of non-interacting
molecules, we would expect multi-exponential decay dynamics for all mirror spacings. More
specifically, the measured ensemble decay curves (see figures 4(c) and (d)) would result from
a sum of mono-exponential decay functions reflecting the orientation and spatial position of
each molecule (see figure 5). Our experimental results therefore indicate an efficient coupling
mechanism of excited molecules mediated by the microresonator. To determine the contribution
of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), we compare the Förster radius of PI
molecules with their average distance in the sample. We find that the free-space Förster radius
of 1 nm is far smaller than the average molecular distance δPI = 50 nm. Hence, the distance-
dependence of FRET scaling with r−6 is not sufficient to explain intermolecular coupling,
even accounting for the measured radiative rate enhancement of up to 2.5. On the other hand,
we observe the resonator-mediated long-range coupling also through the formation of spatial
modes having diameters of hundreds of nanometers [36]. In the literature, several concepts for
resonator-mediated coupling have been presented [37]–[43]. However, as we will demonstrate in
the following sections, the differences in the fluorescence decay dynamics of single molecules
and molecular ensembles as observed in our experiments do not result in significant spectral
effects.
As the main result of our time-resolved measurements we observe that the SpE rate
of PI molecules can be inhibited (enhanced) by a factor of 0.21 (2.5) with respect to the
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Figure 6. (a) Measured (left) and calculated (right) on-axis transmission spectra
of the microresonator as a function of the mirror spacing L. (b) Measured
(left) and calculated (right) spectral distribution of the fluorescence emission
of ensembles of PI molecules as function of L. Representative cross sections
taken at L = 120 nm and L = 140 nm (indicated by white arrows) are shown in
figure 7.
molecular SpE rate in free (non-confined) space. The maximum 0SpE occurs at L = 150 nm for
both molecular ensembles and single molecules. In contrast, we have observed the maximum
of the integrated microresonator-controlled fluorescence intensity for L around 130 nm (see
figure 3(f)). This difference 1L is associated with imperfect optical confinement and can
only be further decreased by increasing the mirror reflectivities R1,2 (see also chapter 5
of [32]).
4.2. Microresonator-controlled spectral line shape of transmission and emission
In figure 6(a), we show series of measured and calculated on-axis transmission spectra of the
microresonator as a function of the mirror spacing confirming the linear relation between L(x)
and λ(x) throughout the λ/2-regime (m = 1 and ϑ = 0 in (1)). In figures 7(a) and (b), we
compare experimental and theoretical spectra for the two specific mirror spacings L = 120 nm
and L = 140 nm. For the calculation of the on-axis transmission spectra, we assumed a parallel
polarization of the incident optical field with respect to the plane of the metal mirrors M1,2.
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Figure 7. Measured (gray) and calculated (black) on-axis transmission spectra
(a) and (b), and microresonator-controlled fluorescence spectra (c) and (d) for
L = 120 nm and L = 140 nm, respectively. The vertical dashed lines highlight
the respective local maximum transmission wavelengths λ(x) and the arrows
indicate the spectral full-width-at-half-maximum. For L = 120 nm, the spectral
shape is insensitive to reduction of the effective observation area p on the
microresonator surface by a confocal pinhole. For L = 140 nm, the influence
of reducing the effective observation diameter p is clearly visible. Calculated
microresonator-controlled fluorescence spectra based on the (unmodified) SpE
rate of PI molecules in free (non-confined) space are shown as dashed lines in
the lower panels.
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While we find good agreement for peak wavelengths as well as spectral widths of measured and
calculated transmission spectra, the line shapes of the calculated intensity distributions exhibit a
weak shoulder on the red side resulting in a slight spectral asymmetry with respect to the center
wavelength λ(x) that is more pronounced than in the measured spectra.
Spectrally resolved microresonator-controlled fluorescence scans are shown in figure 6(b).
Like for the on-axis transmission spectra, the bright diagonal stripe reflects the proportional
relation between L and λ. In the present case, however, the spectral distribution broadens
significantly with increasing L due to increasing off-axis contributions and the calculations
based on the microresonator-controlled SpE rate (see figure 5) match the experimental
results.
In figures 7(c) and (d), we compare microresonator-controlled fluorescence spectra taken
from figure 6(b) at L = 120 nm and 140 nm, respectively. For L = 120 nm, we observe
a spectrally narrow and nearly symmetric fluorescence band (see figure 7(c)) that is in
excellent agreement with the intensity distribution calculated using (26) and very similar
to the corresponding local on-axis transmission spectrum (see figure 7(a)). For this specific
mirror spacing, the spectral shape of the microresonator-controlled fluorescence is insensitive to
variations of the effective observation diameter p on the microresonator surface since radiation
is predominantly emitted in forward direction (ϑ = 0). Note, that the molecular emission spectra
shown in figure 7(c) have been acquired with a full collection angle 2ϑmax = 120◦ without
any additional spectral or angular filtering. For comparison, we show the microresonator-
controlled fluorescence line shape that has been calculated by assuming the constant molecular
fluorescence rate 0SpE,0 in free (non-confined) space and we observe a slight mismatch of both
spectral position and line shape.
The increased spectral line width for L = 140 nm (see figure 7(d)) originates from off-
axis emission on the blue side of the spectrum. While for on-axis emission (ϑ = 0) the number
of cavity roundtrips is only limited by the absorption losses in the silver mirrors, the off-axis
emission (ϑ > 0) walk off the observation area p within a small number of internal reflections.
Apparently, the detection of this off-axis emission can be suppressed by stepwise reducing
the effective observation diameter, i.e. by spatial filtering the microresonator-controlled
fluorescence. For L = 140 nm, we observe that the microresonator-controlled fluorescence line
shape that has been calculated based on the unmodulated free-space rate 0SpE,0 shows significant
deviations from the measured spectral distribution.
As a key result, the microresonator-controlled fluorescence rate 0SpE(L) observed for
broadband emitting PI molecules (see figure 5) determines the microresonator-controlled
fluorescence spectrum as a function of the mirror spacing as given by (26) and the measured
spectral intensity distribution can only be quantified if the occurring rate modifications are
accounted for properly.
4.3. Coupling ratio and spectral ratio
In figure 8, we show the coupling ratio β for microresonator-controlled PI fluorescence that has
been calculated based on (14). The curve displays the ratio between molecular SpE into the
local on-axis (forward) cavity mode and the total emission as a function of the mirror spacing
assuming a PI molecule to be located in the center of the microresonator and oriented parallel to
the resonator mirrors. We assumed that the forward mode is spectrally characterized by 1λ=
λ(x)± 6.5 nm, i.e. the full-width-at-half-maximum-value of the measured and calculated local
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Figure 8. Calculated coupling ratio β (line) of microresonator-controlled PI-
fluorescence emission to the on-axis cavity resonance as a function of mirror
spacing L. Experimental spectral ratios β ′ as determined from the overlap of
the local on-axis transmission spectrum and the corresponding microresonator-
controlled emission spectrum as a function of the mirror spacing L. The
underlying fluorescence spectra have been acquired with a confocal pinhole
(p = 1µm, black circles) and without confocal pinhole (gray rings) in the
detection path, respectively.
on-axis transmission spectrum with maximum transmission wavelength λ(x) (see figures 7(a)
and (b)). We modeled the corresponding angular range 1ϑ associated with the forward mode
as a function of L based on the definition reported in [44] by accounting for the actual
microresonator parameters. The resulting ratio β peaks for L = 120 nm, close to the mirror
spacing where we also observe the maximum integrated intensity (see figures 3(e) and (f)).
For comparison, we determined experimentally the spectral ratio β ′ (rings, circles in
figure 8) from the overlap of the measured local on-axis transmission spectrum of the
microresonator and the corresponding measured fluorescence spectrum for each L (see
figure 7) and we observe a nearly quantitative agreement between the calculated curve and
the experimental curves. The shoulder around L = 130 nm reflects the vibronic progression
of the free-space fluorescence spectrum of PI (see figure 1(b)). As expected, β ′ has larger
values than β because not all fluorescence produced in the structure can be recorded in the
respective microresonator-controlled fluorescence spectra due to the limitations of the collection
angle ϑmax. Reducing the diameter of the effective observation area p on the microresonator
by a confocal pinhole (spatial filter) reduces the detection efficiency for off-axis emission,
equivalent to angular filtering by limiting ϑ (see section 3.3). As a result, β ′ increases due
to the suppression of off-axis contributions in the corresponding microresonator-controlled
fluorescence spectra. However, the L-value for maximum β ′ is not affected by spatial filtering
and coincides with the mirror spacing for maximum β. The maximum of β ′ indicates the
maximum spectral narrowing as well as the minimum angular divergence of the microresonator-
controlled fluorescence of PI molecules.
4.4. Microresonator-controlled single molecule fluorescence spectra
In figure 9, we show microresonator-controlled single molecule fluorescence spectra for
three representative mirror spacings that have been measured without a confocal pinhole in
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Figure 9.Measured (gray dots) and calculated (lines) microresonator-controlled
single molecule fluorescence spectra for three different mirror spacings L. A
free space single molecule fluorescence spectrum (black dots) is shown as a
reference.
the detection path. As compared to the single molecule fluorescence spectrum measured in
free space, we observe that the line width of the microresonator-controlled single molecule
fluorescence spectrum measured for L around 120 nm is reduced up to six times [30]. In
contrast to the microresonator-controlled single molecule fluorescence rate 0SpE (see figure 5),
we find that the spectral shape of the measured single molecule fluorescence spectra is
rather insensitive to the specific orientation and z-position of the molecular transition dipole:
all measured spectra can be modeled satisfactorily using (26) by assuming in-plane dipole
orientations (θ=0◦) for the specific mirror spacing L. For increasing L, an increase of off-
axis emissions leads to a spectral broadening in the microresonator-controlled single molecule
fluorescence spectra. As a result, the signal-to-noise ratio in the spectra shown in figure 9
decreases with increasing mirror spacing: 5 for L = 120 nm, 2.5 for L = 140 nm and 1.5
for L = 160 nm. For larger L-values, the signal drops below the detection limit (see also
figure 3(e)).
4.5. Higher orders of interference: fluorescence line shape and optical confinement
In the following, we investigate the influence of decreasing optical confinement on the spectral
line shape of the microresonator-controlled broadband fluorescence. In figure 10(a), we compare
on-axis transmission spectra and microresonator-controlled fluorescence spectra measured for
six representative orders of interference m (see also figure 1(c)). We obtained the corresponding
mirror spacings L using (1) and derived the experimental cavity-Q-values from Lorentzian
fits to the on-axis cavity resonance at 530 nm after transformation into frequency space. For
comparison, we estimate cavity-Q-values based on the calculated reflectivities R1,2 of the silver
mirrors M1,2 following [45] by using
Q = ω
1ω
= 2pi(R1R2)
1/4
1−√R1R2
·m (28)
with R1=0.71, R2=0.91 and m varying from 1 to 20, or, in other words, from λ/2 to 10λ, and the
results are shown in figure 10(b). The deviations between experimental and theoretical Q-values
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Figure 10. (a) Microresonator-controlled fluorescence spectra (gray dotted lines)
and corresponding on-axis transmission spectra (black solid lines) measured for
six representative orders of interferencem. The measured free space fluorescence
spectrum of PI molecules (light gray area) is shown as a reference in each
panel. (b) Integrated and normalized PMD (experiment: circles, calculation: line,
fit: dashed line) and cavity-Q of the microresonator (experiment: gray rings,
calculation: gray line) as a function of the mirror spacing L. The PMD in free
(non-confined) space is unity and indicated by the horizontal dashed line. (Inset)
Calculated spatial mode radius rM and mode volume VM, respectively, of the
longitudinal (on-axis) cavity mode at 530 nm as a function of L.
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for smaller m-values indicate that the actual mirror reflectivities in the microresonator sample
are slightly higher than the calculated Ri -values while the degression of the measured cavity-Q
for larger m-values is caused by the increasing inclination α(L) between the microresonator
mirrors M1,2 (see also figure 1(a)).
For increasing m and, hence, L we observe the expected reduction of the spectral line
width of the on-axis (forward) cavity resonance (see figure 10(a)). The associated increase of
the cavity-Q is accompanied by a reduction of the free spectral range, i.e. the spectral spacing
between successive on-axis cavity resonances, that becomes visible for m = 5. For m = 1
and L = 120 nm, the spectral shape of the microresonator-controlled fluorescence samples
the on-axis transmission spectrum and virtually all detected emission is extracted from the
forward mode of the microresonator without the need for spectral or angular filtering (see also
figures 7(a) and (c)). For increasing m, we observe stepwise the increasing deviations from
the measured on-axis transmission spectra: while the microresonator-controlled fluorescence
still reveals pronounced intensity maxima at the spectral positions of the on-axis cavity
resonances, the overall spectral shape indicates decreasing optical confinement. For m = 20,
the microresonator-controlled fluorescence line shape is already very similar to the fluorescence
spectrum measured in free (non-confined) space.
Indeed, as shown in figure 10(b), the oscillations of the integrated and normalized PMD
as seen by PI molecules in the center of the microresonator and oriented parallel to the
resonator mirrors, i.e. PMD= (0SpE,0)−1
∫
0SpE,y(λ, L) dλ based on (14), decay exponentially
and a model fit to the minima of the PMD delivers L1/e = (431± 6) nm. In the first place,
this decay is associated with the increasing mode volume VM of the spatial modes between
M1,2 effectively realizing the optical confinement for the embedded molecules [36, 38, 44],
[46]–[48]. We estimate the spatial mode radius rM of the local forward mode at λ(x)= 530 nm
as a function of the mirror spacing L(x) following [46, 48] by using
rM =
√
piλ(x)L(x)(R1R2)1/4
8npol(1−
√
R1R2)
, (29)
for npol = 1.56, R1 = 0.71, R2 = 0.91 and the results are shown in the inset of figure 10(b).
We observe a rather smooth slope of VM for small L that does not fit the rapid decay of the
oscillations of the PMD as seen by the PI molecules. The reason is that the actual photonic mode
volume also includes contributions from off-axis cavity modes effectively relaxing the optical
confinement for the embedded molecular broadband-emitters. The PMD shown in figure 10(b)
accounts for the (multi-spectral) coupling to these off-axis cavity modes.
5. Summary and conclusions
We have correlated the microresonator-controlled fluorescence line shape of broadband-
emitting dye molecules with the modifications of the molecular SpE rate imposed by
optical confinement down to the single molecule level. By tuning the mirror spacing of
the microresonator throughout the λ/2-regime with nanometer-precision, we observe that the
molecular SpE rate can be inhibited (enhanced) by a factor of 0.21 (2.5) with respect to the
molecular SpE rate in free (non-confined) space. The microresonator-controlled fluorescence
line shape and line width, respectively, are determined by these variations of the molecular SpE
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rate. The fluorescence line width of molecular ensembles and single molecules can be reduced
by up to one order of magnitude as compared to the original value in free space without the need
for additional spectral, spatial or angular filtering. The optical confinement and the oscillation
of the molecular SpE rate vanish for mirror spacings exceeding 500 nm while the cavity-Q, the
spatial mode radius and the spatial mode volume of the microresonator increase monotonically.
In consequence, the spectral line shape of the microresonator-controlled fluorescence converges
towards the free-space spectrum. The results may impact research on and applications of
broadband emitters and optical confinement in nano-optics and nano-photonics as well as ultra-
sensitive (single molecule) chemical analysis and biosensing.
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